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Some critical issues concerning the complex synthesis and crystallization of designed coordination polymers are highlighted by using gels as diffusion media. The systematic use of gel methods in a variety of different crystallization configurations has been proven useful in revealing the field of existence and the stability hierarchy of competitive and concomitant crystalline phases, and also in discovering some important effects due to gel matrices. The most interesting phenomena observed are the modification and alteration of the macro- and microscopic morphology of crystals due to gel incorporation, which are responsible for changes in many properties and functionalities of these materials, opening up new possibilities for their applications in a variety of technological fields. In addition, a kinetic study of a gel grown polymeric system has also been conducted, demonstrating the continuous evolution of crystal morphology and its connection with the crystal growth process and growth mechanism.

1. Introduction

It is well known that the incorporation of organic materials in biogenic crystals results in a large variety of macro- and micro-morphologies, in distortions of crystal lattices, and in the formation of porous structures with pore sizes ranging from the micro- to the nanometer scale.1-3

In a similar way, synthetic calcite crystals grown in agarose hydrogel can show a porous internal structure whose origin has been hypothesized to be related to the incorporation of the gel fibres inside the crystals.4 However, until now, only a few synthetic crystals of different chemical nature (like small organic molecules or macromolecules) are known to trap gels, raising the question of how general this phenomenon might be.

For many crystals showing gel inclusion, specific investigations have demonstrated the uniform distribution of an incorporated gel matrix in the form of a network of nanofibres5,6 and the real nature of crystals which are composed of equally oriented nanocrystallites.4,7,8 Moreover, although gels can interact chemically with growing crystals, affecting nucleation density or producing morphological effects, some experimental evidences seem to support a physical mechanism for gel framework inclusion.9

Regardless of the entrapment mechanism and of the type and concentration of the included gel, crystals conserve their long range order that is their single crystal nature.4,10 Correspondingly, the diffraction quality of crystals is substantially maintained, if not even improved, as in the case of some protein crystals. This is also because the trapping of gel into macromolecule crystal lattices can increase the mechanical stability of these materials and their resistance to dehydration, thus making their manipulation and characterization easier.11,12

Although the number of substances known to be able to incorporate gels is really limited and the underlying mechanism of the gel-incorporation phenomenon is not entirely clear, the gel technique seems to be a promising method to prepare single crystal composite systems and crystalline materials having a porous structure with a large internal surface area.13

Two further aspects to be considered are the possible effects of gels on macroscopic crystal shapes and also on the micromorphology of crystal surfaces,14,15 and the capacity of gel media to promote the concomitant crystallization of different polymorphs with a monotropic relationship.14,16,17

Because of the similarities between both biological and inorganic systems with respect to their structural characteristics and functional properties, we have decided to apply the crystallization in gel technique to study a special class of compounds known as “coordination polymers”. These can be considered as crystalline hybrid organic–inorganic materials showing an array of interesting physical and chemical
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properties with potential applications in many areas, such as
gas storage and separation, catalysis, molecular sensing, ion-
exchange and drug delivery.\textsuperscript{18,19}

Coordination polymers are usually built by self-assembly
of metal-based nodes and organic bridging connectors to give
networks with different dimensionalities and topologies that are
usually structurally characterized by single crystal X-ray
diffraction.

Actually, full and efficient control over the total design of a
network structure cannot be achieved yet. An effective syn-
thetic strategy based on a rational choice of the nature of
metal centres and donor atoms, the length and geometry of
bridging groups, the size and shape of counterions, etc. has
been shown to work well.\textsuperscript{20,21} Nevertheless, significant chal-
enges remain in order to obtain a complete understanding of
the subtle driving factors operative during the self-assembly of
these polymeric materials. As a consequence, in many cases,
several polymeric species with different L/M (ligand to metal)
stoichiometries, dimensionalities, topologies and porosities
can be obtained under slightly different reaction conditions
starting from the same ligand–metal salt pair.\textsuperscript{22}

To gain further insight into the overall process, including
better control of the final composition of competitive
multiphase systems, a deep investigation into the crystal for-
mation and growth should be carried out, following a more
systematic investigation method.

In a previous work, we already adopted a more rational ap-
proach by studying the influence of a metal/ligand molar ra-
tio and of absolute concentration on the composition and
the structure of equilibrium products in order to obtain com-
plete control of the outcome of network synthesis and also to
induce specific solvent-mediated phase transitions.\textsuperscript{23}

In that case, thanks to the knowledge acquired on the sys-
tem’s behaviour, we were able to produce a whole solubility
phase diagram in a single crystallization trial by using the
double diffusion gel technique.

Based on our previous observations, we decided to explore
the possibility of using a variety of gels and resin-like systems
as a dispersion matrix in crystallization experiments of coor-
dination polymers, not only to increase the size and quality
of crystals, but also as a useful medium useful to check for
the existence of new phases, to improve the stability of po-
rorous crystals and to modify the macroscopic morphology and
the microscopic structure of crystals.

2. Experimental section

2.1. Materials and methods

All the reagents (metal salts: CdCl\textsubscript{2}·2.5H\textsubscript{2}O, Cu(SO\textsubscript{3}CF\textsubscript{3})\textsubscript{2}·2H\textsubscript{2}O; lig-
ands: bpp = 1,3-bis(4-pyridyl)propane, bpy = 4,4′-bipyridine;
gels: agarose (EEO 0.09–0.13, gel point 36 °C, gel strength
≥1200 g cm\textsuperscript{–2} at 1% gel (Sigma-Aldrich)); tetramethoxysilane
(TMS) (purum ≥98.0% Sigma-Aldrich)) and solvents employed
were commercially available, high-purity materials, and were
used as supplied without further purification apart from the
bpp ligand which was purified by sublimation.

Crystallization of [Cu(bpy\textsubscript{3})(SO\textsubscript{3}CF\textsubscript{3})\textsubscript{2}·2H\textsubscript{2}O-THF] (1). Cryst-
tals of a 3D-polymeric Cu-bpy system were grown by using
the gel double diffusion technique.\textsuperscript{24} Crystallization ex-
periments were carried out by using U-shaped tubes (4 mm i.d.
and 100 mm long with two identical arms of 30 mm in
length)\textsuperscript{25} filled up with low density silica gel prepared by
using TMS as the gelling agent. A mixture of a liquid TMS re-
agent with water and THF solution (15%, 15% and 70% in
volume, respectively) was stirred until it became homoge-
nous (about 1 hour at room temperature). The solution was
poured in the U-tubes and the gel was allowed to set. After
one week, solutions of the reagents (~0.5 mL) of appropriate
concentrations were layered above the gel on opposite arms
of the tubes. Equimolar (0.200 and 0.100 M) solutions of bpy
in THF and copper salt (Cu(SO\textsubscript{3}CF\textsubscript{3})\textsubscript{2}·2H\textsubscript{2}O) in water were
employed. In order to demonstrate the reproducibility of the
results, the experiments were repeated three times for each
concentration.

Crystallization screening in gel for the CdCl\textsubscript{2}-bpp system.

Short crystallization screening in gel for a binary CdCl\textsubscript{2}-bpp
system was accomplished using the single gel diffusion tech-
nique. All the crystallization trials were performed in a glass
tube with a length of 100 mm and diameter of 10 mm by
layering a methanolic solution of the metal salt (CdCl\textsubscript{2}
·2.5H\textsubscript{2}O) over a gelified solution of the ligand in water. Aga-
rose powder was used as the gelling medium. The test
tubes were half-filled with the gel and the other half with the
solution. The screening process was performed by changing
the concentrations of the reactants ([L] = 30 mM, 20 mM, 10
mM), the gel density (1%, 0.5%, 0.1% m(g) V(mL)\textsuperscript{–1} and the
metal–ligand molar ratio ([M]/[L]): 1 : 1, 1 : 2, 1 : 3). All the sam-
plings were left to stand at room temperature and were con-
stantly monitored by using an optical microscope coupled to
a CCD camera until equilibrium conditions were reached. On
the basis of the obtained results, a phase diagram was built
as a function of metal salts and ligand concentrations.

Preparation of powder samples for the CdCl\textsubscript{2}-bpp system.

Microcrystalline powder samples were prepared from metha-
nol/water solution (50 : 50 v/v) by mixing the metal salt (CdCl\textsubscript{2}
·2.5H\textsubscript{2}O) and the ligand (bpp) at different molar ratios (1 : 1,
1 : 2, 1 : 3) and at several initial total concentrations ranging
from 20 to 80 mM. The solutions were stirred at room tem-
perature for at least two hours. The precipitate was then
recovered by filtration through a Buchner funnel and dried in
air.

X-ray powder diffraction spectra of the samples were col-
lected on a Philips PW 3050 vertical scan diffractometer.
The nature of the bulk precipitates was investigated by comparing
the experimental patterns with those simulated from the sin-
gle crystal data of 3 and 4.

2.2. High-pressure data

In situ high-pressure single-crystal X-ray diffraction ex-
periments were performed at the ID09A beamline of the Euro-
pean Synchrotron Radiation Facility (ESRF) in Grenoble,
France. Dark blue euhedral crystals, approximately $80 \times 80 \times 50 \, \mu m^3$ in size, were selected for the high-pressure experiments. A single crystal of 1 was loaded, along with a few ruby chips as $P$-calibrants ($P$-precision between 0.02 and 0.09 GPa),$^{26,27}$ in a membrane-driven diamond anvil cell (DAC), mounting Bohler-Almax-design diamonds (culet diameter: 600 $\mu m$). A P-chamber (250 $\mu m$ in diameter) was drilled by spark-erosion in steel gaskets, previously pre-indentated to ca. 130 $\mu m$. A series of in situ HP-experiments were performed using silicone oil as the $P$-transmitting, “non-penetrating” fluid.

The experimental setup was based on that reported by Merlini and Hanfland: a$^8$ a parallel monochromatic beam with $E = 30 \, \text{keV}$ ($\lambda = 0.4140 \, \text{Å}$) was vertically focused using a spherical mirror and horizontally using a bent Si-(111) monochromator. The beam size on the sample was apx. $30 \times 30 \, \mu m^2$. Diffraction patterns were collected using a MAR555 flat-panel detector. At any pressure point, the same data collection protocol was applied: $\Omega$-rotation of the DAC between $-30^\circ$ and $+30^\circ$ with $1^\circ$ of rotation step and 1 s per frame of exposure time. The collected diffraction patterns were analyzed using the CrystAlis software.$^{29}$ The unit-cell parameters were determined, from any dataset, by least-squares refinement based on the position of the diffracted peaks.

2.3. Kinetic growth studies

The experiment was performed inside a home-made optical cell consisting of two $2.6 \times 7.6 \, cm^2$ glass plates separated by a U-shaped rubber film which is $0.15 \, cm$ thick and $0.6 \, cm$ wide. The cell was half-filled with a warm liquid aqueous solution ($[L] = 20.0 \, mM$) containing agarose. Once the gel was cooled and set, an aqueous solution of CdCl$_2$·2.5H$_2$O was layered on it until the top of the cell was reached. After closing its upper edge with adhesive tape, the glass cell was placed under a stereoscopic microscope (Olympus SZX16) equipped with a CCD camera (Lumera Infinity 1-3C) and a time-lapse video recorder. The images were acquired at a decreasing temporal sampling rate over time and analysed using the Infinity Analyze software (version 6.0.0). The growth rates have been obtained by measuring the variation of the linear size of the crystal on the video and converting it to a real value by using a previously determined calibration factor.

2.4. Diffraction studies

The elongated and partially deformed bipyramidal crystals of compound 3 grown at the sol–gel interface were analysed by X-ray diffraction in order to confirm the single crystal nature of the samples and to compare the quality of the two morphological clearly different “portions” of the crystals.

All the measurements were carried out at low temperature (120 K) on a Bruker APEX II CCD area-detector diffractometer performing short data collection of three sets of exposure frames starting from different $\varphi$ angles, each covering $20^\circ$ of rotation in $\Omega$, with a scan step of $0.3^\circ$ and an exposure time per frame of 20 s.

Crystals with a size of 1.2–1.6 mm were mounted with a small amount of oil on a glass fibre and centred in the X-ray beam (beam size of 0.5 mm) by using a video camera. A set of different diffraction collection procedures was carried out across different parts of the crystals. Orientation matrices and unit cell parameters were determined for each measurement following the same procedure and applying the same restrictions to the data processing, reflection indexing and unit cell refinement.

Moreover, to assess and compare the degree of order and the crystallinity of the different volumes of the crystals, the half widths of rocking curves of a series of hkl reflections have been analysed.

It has been found that the deformed crystal zones diffract less (about 30% fewer reflections for the same $I/\sigma(I)$ threshold) and worse (FWHM rocking curves 0.2°–0.5° broader) than the smooth crystal areas, while no significant variations in the unit cell dimensions have been observed.

3. Results and discussion

Due to their structural complexity and frequently porous nature, coordination polymers can be difficult to crystallize or they only yield crystals which are too small or not tough enough for complete physical characterization, including the determination of their crystal structure. This is the case for the flexible porous network [Cu(bpy)$_2$(SO$_3$CF$_3$)$_2$]$_2$$^-$ solvent (bpy =4,4’-bipyridine) 1, with a (4$^2$-8$^2$)-bt topology,$^{30}$ crystallized by using two immiscible solvents (water for the copper salt and dichloromethane for the bpy ligand), in the form of small dark blue crystals that dehydrate quickly and lose part of their crystallinity upon removal from the mother liquor. In order to increase the size of the crystals and also to stabilize the samples with respect to solvent loss, we carried out a series of crystallization trials by using TMS polysiloxane gel as the growth medium. Fast screening was performed by changing the gel density, the organic solvent-water ratio in the gel-ling solutions and the concentrations of the two reactant solutions. Surprisingly, the goal was achieved by using a very low density gel system (5%) prepared in THF in the presence of the minimum amount of water required for the siloxane hydrolysis reaction. The greatly enhanced stability of these crystals, also at room temperature, has enabled accurate determination of the dynamic behaviour of the system during the desolvation process. The unit cell parameters and the complete crystal structure have been obtained at any point of the solvent release process. To our knowledge, this represents the first example of a very flexible porous coordination network for which it has been possible to characterize the whole phenomenon by using single crystal diffraction.$^{31}$

The unexpected increased resistance of the samples was initially attributed to the incorporation of the silica gel inside the crystals on the basis of the similarity of these porous compounds with “spongy” protein crystal structures that always contain a large amount of water, thus resulting very fragile, difficult to manipulate and often poor diffraction.
quality. As already stated above, many crystals of macromolecules are able to trap large amounts of a gel matrix during the growth process without losing their crystallographic order. The embedded gel framework produces large reinforcement of the crystals, improving their mechanical properties and diffraction quality. This effect was found to be strongly correlated with the gel concentration which, at high values, can also produce morphological deformations of crystals at different scale levels.11,12,32

In a similar way, the gel grown crystals of our polymer show an apparently “regular” macroscopic morphology with rough, stepped faces (Fig. 1b) that disguise a peculiar and noteworthy microstructure, recalling the overall array of the crystal structure. This is characterized by intersecting orthogonal pores with large and accessible openings only along the crystallographic c axis (Fig. 1a). Scanning electron microscopy images (Fig. 1c and d) show a grid of irregular square meshes of some microns in size that are clearly the entrances of tunnel cavities. Since this unusual porous microstructure has been observed only for the gel-grown crystals (in TMS-water-THF), we attribute to the gel matrix a templating effect similar to that observed in others systems,4 although the mechanism of action is not clear.

Moreover, intra-crystalline modifications, which are responsible for the characteristic porous nanostructures and surface textures observed in inorganic systems as a result of biomineralization processes, are still poorly understood phenomena, but are always attributed to the deposition and entrapment of a macromolecular phase at crystal surfaces.33

Unfortunately, in this case, we have not been able either to demonstrate the incorporation of the gel inside the crystals, or to exclude any kind of contamination by the gel polymer. Further studies are in progress to identify the role of the gel polymer by using other gelling systems which are easier to detect even in trace amounts.

To verify the effectiveness of the improved “elastic behaviour” of the crystalline structure of our gel grown crystals, we performed preliminary single-crystal diffraction measurements at a high-pressure of up to 3.5 GPa using non-penetrating P-media.34,35 Even though only partial data are available, it has been possible to confirm the structural stability of the material in a wide range of pressures and to forward some initial hypothesis on the dynamic behaviour of the network system. In fact, the volumetric compression data show initial oscillation of all the parameters followed by a monotonic decrease of the volume (until about 16% at P = 3.3 GPa) and of the unit cell axes (of about 2% for a and b, about 12% for c) with increasing pressure (Table S1†). This unusual and nonlinear trend is probably due to the overall flexibility of the network that, for its peculiar topology, can be contracted or extended in a way that resembles a pantograph, as has been observed during the thermal emptying of the material. This behaviour arises from the tetragonal symmetry (with the space group I41/acd) and the orientation of the net with respect to the crystallographic axes, thus allowing the occurrences of shrinking and expansion of the system considering only the variations of the unit cell parameters (Fig. S3†).

Different from the case just described, we found one example in which the inclusion of the gel matrix is evident because the crystals appear totally or partially turbid while maintaining a shapely habit with smooth faces (Fig. 2). The crystals are formed by one-dimensional coordination polymers having the formula [Cd(bpp)3Cl2]·2H2O (2),23,36 which consist of interdigitated zig-zag chains forming a three-dimensional array with a high packing density. The inclusion has been observed only in agarose gel prepared at a relatively high concentration (1%), in the bottom half of the crystallization tube by using the reaction single diffusion technique, with the ligand dissolved in the gel medium and the metal salt in the supernatant solution.

In a previous work, we found that the same metal–ligand system (CdCl2-bpp) gave rise to a different polymeric species by using a mixed solvent system (water/methyl or ethyl alcohol) instead of water only. The structure of this polymer, with the general formula [Cd(bpp)2Cl]·solv (3), consists of four
interpenetrating diamondoid networks (dia) and contains large but isolated cavities filled with solvent molecules. The colourless crystals grown from solution, with a characteristic well-formed bipyramidal habit, are unstable and lose their crystallinity when taken out from the mother liquor. In order to find crystallization conditions which are able to lead to more stable crystals, we have performed restricted crystallization screening in gel by using two- and three-layer diffusion techniques.\textsuperscript{24,37} Although it was only a preliminary experiment, we have observed many interesting phenomena: gel-induced deformation of the crystal morphology, the deep influence of the initial reactant concentrations and, above all, of the gel density on the final equilibrium composition of the system, the quick nucleation and growth at the gel–solution interface of long dendritic plate-like crystals and their morphological evolution.

The two-layer method was carried out in a test tube by gel-ling a water solution of CdCl\textsubscript{2} and then layering on it a methanolic solution of the bpp ligand. Screening was performed by systematically changing the absolute and the relative concentrations of the reactants (10 to 30 mM; 1:3 metal ligand molar ratio) and by using agarose gel prepared at different concentrations (1 %, 0.5 %, 0.1 %). As already observed earlier for analogous Cu-bpp and Co-bpp systems in solution,\textsuperscript{21} this very simple but systematic exploration of the crystallization conditions has revealed the existence of a second crystalline phase characterized by a needle-like morphology which was found to be the already known three-dimensional 2-fold interpenetrating network with an sra topology, [Cd\textsubscript{2}(bpp)\textsubscript{3}(μ\textsuperscript{2}-Cl)\textsubscript{2}(μ-Cl)\textsubscript{3}] (4) reported in ref. 38. This compound was synthesized under hydrothermal conditions only in the presence of ammonium formate, to which they have attributed a significant templating effect. This hypothesis is clearly contradicted by our experimental data.

Optical examination of the crystallization experiments allowed us to construct an approximate “phase” diagram (total concentration [L] + [M] vs. L/M ratio),\textsuperscript{39,40} that shows predominance of the 3D-diamondoid phase and also a narrow region of coexistence of the two species at low L/M stoichiometric ratios (<1) (Fig. 3). Likewise, analysis of the microcrystalline powder samples prepared from methanol/water solution (1:1, v/v) at different concentrations of the reactants (see the experimental section) has confirmed the formation of an sra-dia multiphase mixture at low ligand–metal ratios (<1:1), showing the possibility of obtaining a second species, at least in a massive form, also from solution.

A very important aspect is represented by the observation that a decrease in the gel concentration seems to cause enlargement of the two-phase field of existence, until, at a very low gel density, a potential area of existence of the second phase alone is found. An analogous effect due to the gel density has been observed in a similar study on copolymerization of lanthanide ions with polycarboxylate anions as ligands. The phase diagram constructed as a function of the reactant concentration and the gel density clearly shows dependence on both these parameters.\textsuperscript{41}

![Fig. 3 Approximate equilibrium phase diagram for the CdCl\textsubscript{2}/bpp system constructed from the results of crystallization screening performed by using the two layer-gel technique (agar gel-MeOH). Each array item has been repeated three times. The stability regions of the different species as a function of [L] + [M] total initial concentration and [L]/[M] ratio (M = Cd\textsuperscript{2+}; L = bpp) are shown in colors (3D-diamondoid topology (dia) = blue dia + sra = green, no crystals = red).](image)

This systematic analysis should be obviously extended and compared with the results of deep crystallization screening in solution in order to understand the nature of the relative stability of the two phases and fully clarify the effect of the gel on the system.

It is important to highlight for coordination polymers, as well as for more simple inorganic systems, how the choice of the [L] + [M] and L/M parameters for the construction of the phase diagram has been fundamental to acquire deep knowledge on the system’s behaviour involving different competing crystalline phases, as demonstrated in other previous cases.\textsuperscript{24,41,42} The use of gel as diffusion media, which usually requires a higher degree of supersaturation for overcoming the energy barrier of both nucleation and growth, can deeply affect the phase diagram, promoting the nucleation of metastable phases or generating a variety of crystal morphologies.\textsuperscript{43,44}

A more comprehensive and detailed study is in progress in order to investigate the effects on a system generated by modifications of the crystallization configuration (like insertion of an intermediate chamber of inert gel between two reactant solutions or metal–ligand inversion in layering) and of growth media composition (gel nature and gel density).

In addition to the above-discussed findings, thanks to the screening experiment, we have found that in most crystallization trials, crystals of one or both species (3 and 4) were present in the supernatant solution due to the reverse diffusion of the reactants. Moreover, single crystals as well as a cluster of crystals, were often found at the gel–solution interface where the concentration gradients are large. In particular, crystals of compound 3 with a characteristic bipyramidal shape were grown at the gel/solution interface, maintaining their single crystal nature; however, the bottom part of the crystals grown in the gel appeared clearly deformed, with a hugely elongated shape and a rugged surface (Fig. 4). It is reasonable to attribute these macro- and micro-morphological modifications to the pressure exerted by the gel that, nevertheless, does not
seem to be trapped in the crystal during the growth process, despite the low lattice density, the porosity of the crystal structure and the very fast growth rate of the crystals. However, we did not observe a “stabilizing effect” of the gel on the crystals that, similar to those grown from solution, lost quickly the solvent molecules becoming opaque and brittle.

The main role of the gel in the morphological deformation of the crystals, that could also be attributed to one of the components present in the stoichiometric excess, has been confirmed by the disappearance of any deformation at a very low gel concentration (0.1% w/v), while maintaining all the other crystallization parameters constant.

For selection of the samples, rocking curve measurements were carried out on different parts of the crystal volume, confirming clear but limited degradation of the crystal quality due to the gel effect. Indeed, the diffraction peaks of the gel grown parts of the crystals were clearly broader compared to those relative to portions of the same crystals grown from solution. Nevertheless, in spite of the crystal deformation, no changes have been observed in the unit cell values.

In general, on the basis of what has also been experimentally observed with other coordination compounds, we can state that an increase in gel density induces evolution of crystals toward morphological instability from specific polyhedral habits to dendrites, regardless of the type of crystallizing materials and gelling agent used.\(^{15,45}\)

Lastly, the gel technique has been proven helpful to perform nucleation/growth kinetic studies. Kinetic investigation was firstly carried out on the 1D polymeric CdCl\(_2\)-bpp system 2 stated above. The product was crystallized by layering a water solution of the metal salt on a gelled aqueous solution of the ligand in a test tube under different conditions (gel density, M/L molar ratio and total concentration). We observed that in all the crystallization trials, nucleation takes place at the gel-sol interface and then the crystals grow quickly and continuously in the gel up to several centimetres in length. The final size and the morphology of the crystals have been shown to be largely dependent on the crystallization parameters, especially on the gel density; however, a more systematic exploration of all the experimental factors, including the effect of the gelling agent, has yet to be performed.

Thanks to the straightforward configuration of the growing system, we followed the growth process by \textit{in situ} optical microscopy in order to determine the growth rate as a function of time and thus obtain information on the kinetic behaviour of the system and on the surface diffusion processes involved. Under the conditions used for the kinetic experiment, the crystals grew with a characteristic dendritic fern-leaf shape, which is formed by overlapping crystals that express a geometry consistent with the (001) plate form of faceted crystals.

Data have been collected from two different crystals. The results are illustrated in Fig. 5 and S5.\(^{†}\) In all the graphs, only the data for the middle and last stage of the growth process are reported. The initial portion of the second curve in Fig. 5 (\(L\) vs. \(t\)) is parabolic, as confirmed by the linear dependence of \(L^2\) from the time of growth (see last graph in Fig. S5\(^{†}\)). This behaviour is considered to be characteristic of a one dimensional diffusion controlled process.\(^{46,47}\) Moreover, at the very late stage of growth, a departure from linearity is observed and the curve is better described by a quadratic function that seems to suggest a growth mechanism controlled by surface integration.

In any case, it is clear that relaxation of the supersaturated system toward equilibrium causes a morphological change in the system. The images in Fig. 6 show the morphological evolution, from a dendritic shape to a more regular form, undergone by the crystals during the growth process that reveals “reverse” kinetic roughening transition and therefore a change in the growth mechanism. This phenomenon can be explained by considering the morphological evolution of the surface from smooth to rough with the increase in supersaturation and the correlation of the driving force with the growth rate.\(^{47,48}\)

The initial rough macro-surface of the crystal starts to become more regular as the growth slows down, along with the formation of defined macrosteps. As the growth proceeds,
lateral propagation of the steps takes place until, below a threshold value of supersaturation, a layer-by-layer type mechanism takes over, leading to morphological restoration of the crystals. 46, 49

To confirm the suitability of the proposed kinetic model, the correlation between the mass gradient and the reactant concentration towards crystal growth should be established, along with accurate characterization of the micromorphology of the surface of the crystal faces.

Actually, we have already reported the results of a crystal growth study at the microscale, performed by in situ atomic force microscopy, on the isomorphous copper compound of the 1D polymeric species 2. 29 However, the investigation was carried out at low supersaturation and, as expected, spiral growth was the only growth mechanism observed, while no evidence for 2D nucleation was found.

4. Conclusions

In summary, we have presented some preliminary but sound results obtained by applying the gel technique to the crystallization of coordination polymers, which are a very special class of materials characterized by huge structural diversity and wide chemical versatility. Beyond the possibilities to induce new phases, as already demonstrated in the past, this work shows how the gel growth method could represent a powerful tool to study the crystallogenesis of polymeric species, including kinetic and thermodynamic aspects operative in phase selection, as well as an alternative route to induce morphological and structural modifications.

In addition, we have described some noteworthy effects on the physical properties and the functional performance of the gel grown crystals of coordination networks, opening up new possibilities for their technological applications. Indeed, the most important finding of our investigations is represented by the characteristic porous nanostructure recalling the void channel distribution of the net topology observed in some gel-grown crystals. This microstructure, besides being responsible for changes in material properties, show important similarities to the peculiar surface textures observed in inorganic systems involved in biomineralization processes.
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